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Note from the Editors: 

To our dear readers, 

Does anyone actually read this section? Am I the only 
one who actually likes knowing what the editors are 
thinking, when they put together their magazines and 
blogs? If you do read this section, let me know and I’ll 
send you something British. 

From the far shores of England. Save us. 

   Best, 
   Pattie and Wes
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My Grandmother is a Plastic Flamingo
Natalie Homer

tacky, but not without a certain charm. 

She is a coin purse,

a dollar store lipstick,

a neon garage sale sticker. 

My grandmother hoards her diamonds in a yellowed Ziploc. 

She keeps America clean. Her room is nested

with Harlequin pages and leopard print. 

My grandmother left my mother and aunt alone with two male 

babysitters

while she danced.  

        Polka dot.   

     Ascot.              

She sings Sinatra, off-key, in her powder beige Cadillac.

There are yellow jackets in her pears, walnuts in her tailpipes.

You’ll never see her

 in a filmy slip, 

mole stretching south on her right breast,

snores rippling her second chin

 lit by the static blue of the TV,

muted and screaming. 

Big Fish
Suzanne Hyman

I’m ashamed to admit it, truly I am, but I can’t deny the fact that I’m a 
big fish and I live in a small pond. Actually that’s a lie, well not the big 
fish part, just the pond. It’s more like a fish tank. 

 It’s not as bad as it seems. I used to be in a fish bowl and before 
that I was in a tiny little plastic bag with the smallest amount of water 
you can imagine. It was okay because I was a baby but even then I took 
up the whole space of the bag and then the entire glass fish bowl and 
now the enormous fish tank. 

 It’s not my fault. I’m big boned and my gills are really large and I 
swallow water when I breathe and when I eat and when I used to speak 
to the other fish. I feel really bad about eating them, really I do, but well I 
have a serious problem.

 I love fish. They’re just so fucking delicious and really I blame my 
friend, Hero, the one, who feeds me. It’s all Hero’s fault I’m like this. I never 
even knew that I liked fish until he gave me a taste. But then one day a 
tiny bit of his tuna sandwich fell into the fish bowl. It was back when I 
was still just a big boned, big gilled fish who minded her own business, 
but then the tuna fell in and I took a bite and I smiled for the first time 
in my whole life. Who knew a fish could smile, right? And so my friend 
saw it and then he gave me more tuna and I smiled even wider because I 
loved every delectable bite, every morsel, you can’t imagine.

 Eventually he replaced all my food with fish but you see the 
problem with this is that it makes me gain weight and I was already big 
boned and big gilled for a normal fish so you can imagine how huge I 
got. Hero had to move me to a fish tank and everything was fine after 
a while because it was a huge tank but then my friend did something 
peculiar. He put another fish inside, not one like me, not a goldy but a 
really bright and colorful one. She was a real beauty that fish and so 
friendly and skinny but for some reason my friend named her “Sushi” and 
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Becca II
Quinn Silere

i’m not in love with her
she has frog eyes and a banana nose,
practically noodle arms

her mouth squirts lemon when she laughs,
my eyes burn with the acid -

she’s horny all the time
but doesn’t like my rainbows.
i’m not sure she even sees them.

and she stabs me every time we talk
about dick
i don’t tell her i’m kinda sorta
maybe
a little in love with her.

i guess i’ll wait until she notices
the way i stick my eyes on her
when she wears a tiny blue bikini.

he made these gestures with his mouth and hands as if he wanted me to 
eat her and she looked so darn delicious, I needed a small taste and I’m 
ashamed to admit it but I ate Sushi. I ate her completely raw and I felt 
horrible but she tasted so good, I almost slurped her all up. Don’t judge 
me please, I can’t even stand my own judgment. It’s eating me alive—not 
literally, not how I devoured sushi. 
 I promised myself after that I’d never eat fish again because it 
felt awful and because my waistline was expanding so much. But then 
a week later, my friend dropped another fish in the tank, an orange 
one and he started calling him “Salmon Roll.” And yes, eventually I ate 
Salmon Roll. He was so scrumptious and this time I didn’t feel as bad 
because Salmon Roll was kind of a jerk. He kept calling me fatty and 
even though I tried to resist the urge to eat him, I couldn’t. And the same 
is true for Yellow Tail, California Roll, Spicy Tuna, and Philadelphia Roll. 
I remember Philadelphia Roll well with her reddish-pink skin and white 
fins, and shamefully my mouth is watering just thinking about her.  
 Sadly it seems that now I’m simply too big to have any more fish 
in the tank with me. Hero had to open the top of the tank just so my fin 
wouldn’t be squished and my mouth is all the way at one end of the tank 
and my tail is stuck at the other so I can’t swim around at all. At least 
I have Hero. He keeps me company. He’s been laughing to himself a lot 
lately though, mostly when he’s sharpening his knives or when he bought 
a new cutting board yesterday, he seemed really happy. When he looks 
at me, I smile at him and he smiles back and licks his lips.
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greens and grays
and i really
i want
your arms
to steal me
 and send me 
  fruit baskets and texts               with
       multiple              words stapled
     together,
        preferably                holding
  letters that start with
 L
      and
leave
 with
E

when are you going to start texting me again????
Quinn Silere

i am picking my cells i
scrutinize every membrane
trailing traces of lemon perfume that
you copied into my follicles and
i am burying my nose
in tiny gray v necks as
i mail texts
because uuuuuu
aren’t
mine
anymore you
stopped texting me l
o v
e

now i don’t even
have many particles
that 
remember you but please
put your
brown hair
in  a
thin ponytail and
wear a  blue sweater
because i still like     to trail you

as i  sniff
atmosphere
between us
your
eyes don’t                   make
sense to me
too many
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Even the yucca 
green and dangerous,
withers.  Its rotting pods
heavy with black seeds small as tears,
shake loose in the wind and leave bare
the bleached stalk straining
against gray sky.

Soon rain will come
wash this womb I travel in
and leave me still soiled inside.
I will carry home the weight
of this sky hanging low
like the canopy of grief
over our bed.

iii.  What I Cannot Be

She waits in the water
like I wait in the rocks.
She pours her wet dreams
into your ears, stopping them
against the sound of falling rocks.
Her liquid body opens for you
washes you clean, pulls salt from skin
in a hollow suck.

My body is dry.
It hides in mountains,
piercing angle of Organs,
heavy curves of Franklins.
You find me north of El Paso,

Landscapes 
Lori Gravley

Animals carry within them some dream,
a landscape where they seem best to belong.
   Diana Starr Cooper

i. Lawns

This is my heart, this land, barren
as a finished book. Barren
except for strange plants
that scratch your skin
or smell like rain.
I would plant the whole yard
with creosote, let the grass wither
and return to clay, but you,
you are trees,
dark firs casting thin shadows
across our bodies
wrapped in expensive green.

ii. Driving Home through Rain

The buffalo grass rasps
on its dry stalks. The mesquite
has lost its leaves and stands black,
shrugging off the wind that rattles
the empty nest in its branches.
The leaves of the creosote, yellow
and small as jaundiced children
whisper to the sky:
rain, rain, rain.
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sleeping above Highway 54,
my arms curved about my head, body 
bent and twisted and dry.

I do not wait for rain to wash 
dust from my bones.
I’ll take it when it comes.
But you, you look for water,
your legs divining
underground flow.
The caress of stone
holds nothing for you
but conquering.

vi. Without Shade, We Wither or We Thrive

A tree sprouts from my fingers,
sprigs spring from green flesh,
branches spiral upward from my heart
through my chest into my lungs
growing trees of alveoli, bronchi
through my breath and out my mouth.

When I was a little girl I slid down trees,
pines fallen against each other in the wind.
The bark bit my thighs, my calves.
Wisteria wrapped me in purple fragrance.
I sat in the crooked arms of oaks
struggling to grow in salted sand.

I thought I was tired of trees.
Maybe I only needed freedom from shade
to let bark rise through my body,
let my fingers split and bud
and burst into leaf and flower—

a place where you could come and sit in the shade,
a branch you could cut,
pull back my first three fingers
and use what’s left to divine water. 

v.  When It Rains

The cranes return to the Bosque,
float down between purple plumes of salt cedar.
My arms split and bud and burst.
You suck blue water from between my fingers,
dance in my skin, rise wet from soaked ground.
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Morty Plunges
Caitlin McKeon

The van sped along a tarmac rode atop cliffs by the ocean. David drove 
and his son Morty sat in the drivers seat and picked his teeth with a hard 
blade of grass. The cliffs were dark grey rock and red soil. Shoots of grass 
jutted out from the rock much like the singular blade that Morty stabbed 
between his molars. The sun’s light was long and golden, it was winter, 
and the shine caused a distinct blur to the edges of things; the waves, the 
rocks, the grass. Each appeared to glow and cast magnificent capes of 
shadow. 

The van spluttered. David pulled up in the dirt beside the cliff’s edge. 

“Morty, check the chickens while I fix this,” he called to his son through 
the windscreen. David delivered livestock, timber and tin kettles to the 
neighbouring towns. 

“Sure Dad,” he said and heaved open the back doors with rusted hinges. 
The chickens swarmed out and blinded him with feather and claw. He 
pounded one with his fist when it flew into his face. 

“Catch them Morty!” David yelled and ran after them. He grabbed some 
by the skinny feet. They batted their wings and pecked at him. Morty 
chased one that ran towards the edge and popped over it, in an instant. 
Morty skidded onto his side and clambered down to rescue it. 

“Morty!” David screamed. He threw the chickens he held into the van 
and slammed the door before he raced to the cliff’s edge. Morty was flat 
against the rock and clutched the chicken by the neck. 

“By the feet, son,” David instructed. Morty looked at him, to the chicken 
and then back up. He started to climb. 

“By the feet, son.” 

High and Dry
Sawsan Bastawy

Red, and the earth white like fire. And then a silent sun screaming at my eyes 
as I wake then break my legs running. Run, fall, rough crawl, run again. I pile 
myself up up up on the air but I am moving flat on the stream of a deserted 
river, no cool water to lick my ankles, nothing to wash myself away with but 
the loose powder of the long-gone creek. The whole world is a boundless, flat, 
cracked wasteland, white to the end of the earth on all sides. I bleed for the 
shade. Where in the hell is the shade?

I see it. A frozen wave in a dry sea. I spit my eyes clean until I see it better. 
The flat earth, utterly, utterly dead has delivered a crest half the height of 
me some eighty feet away. A perfect curl, just large enough to swallow me 
like an oyster. I am afraid to go near it but I am bleeding for shade and so I 
am afraid no more and I go to it. I curl my body under the wave and make a 
pearl of myself. I am carried until the next day by the cool half-moon miracle 
down into the sea, the sea, the sea.

I am all of the things I ever wanted to be.

I wake with a shake from a woman who has spotted me.

She drives me to town and helps me into the station house. Three men lounge 
behind glass, all suited up, hung with a gun. Sitting at the adjacent wall is a 
drunk, sobering. The gun-cocked zeroes stand tall when they see me.

“What the hell happened to him?” asks one.
I fall.
“I found him under an uprooted tree.” 
“Call a medic.”
I am not here.
“Is he our missing person?”
I am entirely gone.
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Then, towards Morty she threw a glance. A stare that looked into him. She 
stomped towards him, took him by the wrists and whispered, “Don’t listen 
to him, you hear? I can see he’s trouble.” Her eye, so close, bulged and veins 
thinner than shrimp antenna snaked across the globe. Morty stepped away 
though his arms remained upright struck by her lightning. The woman 
moseyed off. 

“Jump in Morty,” David called as he opened the driver’s door. Morty cradled 
the chicken that was sat on the dashboard and popped it in the back through 
a few inches of open door. 

The van ran smoothly. They were a few miles up the road in the glorious 
sunshine and Morty was determined not the mention the woman’s words. He 
tried to turn on the radio. 

“Leave it off son, I’d like to speak to you.” 

Morty leant back in his seat and stared at the curving road. 

“I didn’t really need your help today. I asked you along because I think it’s 
time for you to think about your future,” David reasoned. 

“Dad…”

“Now, son. There are lots of things you could do.” 

Morty’s heart wakened a little. 

“I know a great brick layer who could train you, as a volunteer.” 

Morty’s heart sunk. 

“Or a plumber who is happy to take you on as an apprentice.”

“A free assistant you mean.”

“Just take it,” Morty grunted and tossed the chicken to his father. It collided 
with his face and b’kerked. David spluttered, threw the chicken aside and 
caught it by the ankles. A feather remained upon his eyebrow. Morty 
clambered over the edge. 

“For one chicken? Are you out of your mind!” David exploded, eyebrows 
contorted.

“But if I’d caught two?” Morty rounded his father and went towards the 
van. 

“That’s a five story drop, son.” 

“There’s someone there,” Morty pointed. A figure was bent over and half 
lost; their head eaten by the alligator’s mouth engine hood. 

“Hey!” Shouted David. He marched over, tossed the chicken through the 
passenger window and stopped by the front. 

“Hey!” He shouted again. 

“Alright, mister, it’s done now,” said an old woman and she pulled her face 
into view. “It was your battery, some faults with the engine too but it will…”

“Who do you think you are!” He said. She watched him. She was small and 
had long hair, grey, plaited in two halves and pinned around the top of her 
head. She wore an old cardigan where a silver moth broach was pinned, 
comfortable shoes, and one of her eyes was milky white. There was no other 
vehicle and Morty thought she must have walked, but every town was 
miles from there. 

“Most people say thank you, you know,” she croaked, a threat in her throat. 

“I don’t know you, you could have broken something. Now get out of here,” 
David shooed her with the back of his hand and sidled her out of his way 
to the engine. 
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“Now, son, don’t. You won’t get anywhere without giving something first.”

“I don’t want to be a plumber.”
“Well brick laying then?”

“Dad, I don’t want to build walls.” 

“It’s a fine profession. I’d be proud to lay…”

“It’s just not. I don’t know.”

“Well how about deliveries?”

Morty paused, his father started his delivery business when Morty’s mother 
was pregnant with him. She swelled and he bought a broken van and 
made deliveries in far away towns in order to support her. 

“Why didn’t you become a plumber?” Morty asked. 

David smiled and said, “Oh well, you know, the open road. This 
magnificent sunshine! I didn’t want to be cooped up inside with...”

“With what?”

“With the work! Of course. Dark, dank places, no. I wanted to travel.”

“Away from us.” 

“Morty!” David swung the truck into the dirt and slammed the breaks. “I 
have 
always supported you both. That’s my job.”

“Then why have you never asked me what I want to do,” Morty opened 
the passenger door and ducked out of the van. David drummed his fingers 
on the wheel and huffed. He climbed out of the van too and said, “Son, 

what do you… Son! What the?!” 

“What?” Morty asked, arms crossed, he didn’t look back. 

“Morty get back from there!” David cried. 
“What?” Morty said again and when he turned he glimpsed the lack of 
ground beneath him. The van was parked on the very edge of the cliff. He 
had stepped out into thin air, and stayed there. 

“But I… Christ!” He said and then panicked. He wobbled and with his palms 
flat out he tried to steady himself but his feet did not quiver. He did not fall. 
The ocean knocked the rocks of the shore and the birds wandered the beach in 
search of worms. He looked back at his dad. 

“That’s why you didn’t fall down the cliff!” David triumphed. 

“What do you mean?” Morty called back, now stood straight. 

“Before,” David growled, “when you got the chicken.”

“Yes I know, Dad. It happened five minutes ago. But what do you mean?” 

“I mean, if you couldn’t fly you would have fallen.”

“I can’t fly.”

“You’re doing it!” 

“That’s not the point!” Morty gesticulated. 

“Just get back on the ground.” 

“You don’t believe in me!” 

“Oh, rubbish.”
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Monmartre in the Rain
Steve Klepetar

He sat in the rain, painting a smear 
of sky. City folk hustle in misery,  

umbrellas pointed into wind; hoods, 
puddles, feet soaked to the ankles. 

Dark, almost, long before the setting 
of a hidden sun, streetlamps igniting, 

headlights diffused into long arcs 
and an endless watery woosh of cars.

His lined face is streaked with rain, 
his canvas drenched in tones of gray. 

But his figures spring into their lives 
as angels descended into bodies, 

wings bound tightly to the flesh 
of their sides, legs covered or bare, 

striding into a new world, their glowing 
glories muted in cold, wet afternoon.

“I want to be a tree surgeon!” Morty wailed, fists balled. 

“What are you on about?” David cried and shook his head. 

“I don’t want to be a brick layer, or a chicken bloody delivery service.”

“God is real.” David said. 

“Oh Christ.”

“Jesus was god’s son, he walked on water. You’re walking two hundred feet 
above it. Morty, we’re going to be rich!”

“So you’re god, and you’re going to extort me.”

“Well, I…”

“Jesus!” Morty stormed up an invisible staircase. 

“Wait, son! Don’t go too high, you might fall!” David yelled. 

“Well I’d rather fall than stay in your broken van.” Morty shrieked. 

“The vans fine.” David grumbled. 

“Until it breaks again and you park so that your passenger falls off a cliff.” 

“But you’re okay!” 

“You’re insane,” Morty said and ran up the sky.
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Seven Reasons to Sew Shirts for Swans
Sarah Ann Winn

1. The sign said swains, not swans, and a note tacked near the edge offered to 
crate them at a discount.

2. The edges of their wings reminded you of the capped sleeves of snow 
overhanging the shoulders of houses.

3. Feathers stir around the edges of cages, pheasant feathers, tabby tufts, the barest 
spots visible on wavering quills fallen from wild birds, signs of struggle. Only 
swans remain.

4. Their cries were human, tho they had no hands.

5. The old woman claimed to have cast a spell when they hatched, her eyes 
eager, her smile lascivious.

6. You saw scissors, a tarnished silver crane leaning out of her pocket.

7. Seven crates, only five swans. The story seemed incomplete, awaits for your 
sewing box, your hungry needle.

Sublimation
Len Kuntz

The needle’s loaded and
I am looking for a new vein,
one that hasn’t collapsed
or wormed away.
The room downstairs is where I hide,
in a corner as shadows stripe my chest
with air the width of rice paper.

I am filling my gun with minutes
and layers of leftover skin,
linking one moment to the next
with regret and remorse
while butterflies go roller skating outside the house
and two stray fawns do the tango on the lawn.
No one believes me anymore
and that’s okay.
No one believes in me anymore
and that’s why I’m jogging in place 
underwater,
shielding myself from the hot foot of the sun
that wants to tamp me out
as if I’m a well-spent cigarette.

I am slipping through the seams
of a new house
abandoned by former lovers.
Down the hall
in the last room on the left
on the duvet 
there is a note which says
Welcome Home.
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evenings   the sun sets   producing
a period   of grayness
 would you consider that night 
 or day? 
  
 would you consider my illnesses
 of the:
 (please check one)
 ☐ mind
 ☐ body
  or 
 ☐ spirit

   would you say 
    my sickness dreams?

Disassociation 
Rachel Nagelberg

the mind’s eye is
fickle   
the earth is one giant 
balloon
I experience my determinacy 
running away from me—
 reality’s pixelation   static   
a face in the moon 

I want to say that I love
I want to say that   a table
 is not just matter
but a mirror     withdrawing
 
 (Tim1 believes all nouns 
 are verbs—

 table: wood-for
 chair: polypropylene-for
 matter: materials-for

 We are shrink-wrapped 
  in reality, he says.) 

What then is body   but a
trauma-for?

1 Morton
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  And how can one be violent 
  about the sort of things one’s 
 expected 
  to write about?2

in dreams  I have no motion—rather
motion is not  accessible  this body  hides
even when there is  no environment  no 
circumstance  no ground  in dreams  my
mother appears only as  a presence  I sit at 
a lot of picnic tables  I have done extensive research
on the symbolism of “picnic tables”  it’s 
 inconclusive

2 (Hemholtz speaks)

My Sickness Speaks 
Rachel Nagelberg

the dildo vibrates poorly  I only 
changed one battery again
 this laziness  this lack of  
ownership  it’s almost more satisfying 
to have objects half-working  to have
the motor half dead  because I’m not really
doing it  I’m only half doing it  and we are 
ever so grateful for the energy that’s left

fatigue requires constant jumpstarting 
I like how  the meager dildo  feels against
 my clit  vibrates but a decibel  too slow  to
cum I must  mentally accelerate  to cum
 I must concoct  an elaborate cocktail  of 
past and projection  to cum  I must maintain
 total stillness  to cum I must be  engulfed in 
narrative  to cum  I must locate  a
 mirror  
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Imprints
Rachel Nagelberg

genetically speaking  it’s not surprising 
as you can see  there’s not not evidence
if you get what I— you see tortoises burrow
underground  a behavioral development to
escape the desert heat  you see  behaviorally speaking
humans don’t burrow  there were once caves  or 
something  there are such things as houses without
windows  there are bodies that can’t differentiate a
window from a death  ontologically speaking  reality 
radiates from n+1 ( n being a human  an electron  
an opera  or cinnamon )  does a wood table  then  
have a spirit affected by the tree’s perseverance in 
an unseasonably dry climate?  my  the wood table is just 
stunning  I never would have guessed  physically you’re—

Supplements 
Rachel Nagelberg

I mix organic barley grass powder in some water
while texting a disturbing convoluted message to
my partner about feeling inadequate  blah blah
it’s that time of day when all you can do is wait
for the light to wane  to have something sensible 
to do  some appointment  or whatever  I gulp down
the Aloe Vera inner fillet ( sharp  adulterous ) my
abdomen bulges  feels like a stretched canvas covered  
in hardened clay  my face is ghastly  the pull of blood 
downwards  the unsaid flashback to this morning  before 
work  curled up in a fetal position  on the bathroom tile 
administering an enema laced with Sangre de Grado ( or 
Dragon’s Blood ) hold it  hold it in  

  DRAAAAIIINNNAGE  
  DRAAAAAIIIINNNAGE  ELI 
  MY BOY3 

  They should have put you in a 
  glass jar on a mantelpiece 

my mother should have shoved that bar of soap further
down my throat  perhaps soap will become the new
barley grass in three years when we’re flailing down
the streets from some global catastrophe  perhaps
we should be thankful for these liminal moments 
between sun and shadow  moon and earth— I still 
feel much discomfort

3 (Shrieks Daniel Plainview)
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Contexts
Rachel Nagelberg

it’s not enough  occurrences have origins  do you
know what I’m saying?  a story is a corpse until its
architecture is apparent  it’s never enough  there is 

no “present”  you know there are proven experiments
where the future determines the past  sometimes I feel 
nostalgia for circumstances that haven’t happened—

bright AM light  caffeine chest aflutter  still processing
dreams  a swollen stomach— a lightness overwhelms  

like an invisible hand that if touched could allow total 
forgetting  to be free becomes not the illusion of choice 

but total annihilation  where you are from is important 
to me  how and where you spend your time  it gives me 

the building blocks to form a map of then to now  

San Franciscans don’t subscribe to these kind of 
questions  perhaps that’s why body parts are found 

in suitcases in gentrified neighborhoods at 11 AM  but
that’s just one example  (the horror of the every day)  

there is a man who drags around a human-sized stuffed 
goat attached to a golf caddie  once at a bus stop late 

at night I asked him to tell me the goat story as if there
was an easy then to now goat narrative that could have 
been orated in the three minutes before my bus arrived  

as if the stuffed goat was a symbol  and the man was an 
archetype  and the city was a curtain that could be 

lifted to reveal  a scaffolding that made sense—  
YOU’RE NOT A TRUE ARTIST he screamed at me 
(this is a true story)  and then he called me beautiful 
as I boarded the bus in tears  this was my situation 
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